


	Your needs	
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Reliable weather for my plots
Monitor the weather in your fields, remotely
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Anticipate the risk of frost
Activate your control systems at the right time
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Protect my crops
Monitor the arrival of pests and diseases, treat at the optimal time
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Manage my irrigation
Monitor the water requirements of your crops





	Our solutions	
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The Sencrop weather app - our subscriptions
Compare our subscription plans and features available
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Our connected weather stations
Compare our 4 types of weather station and their measurements



	Raincrop
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	Windcrop
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	Leafcrop
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	Solarcrop
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	Soilcrop
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	Thermocrop
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Sencrop for advisors
Discover our solutions for managing farmer networks and advisors




	Why Sencrop ?	Who are we?


	Blog

	FAQ : Frequently Asked Question

	Contact us





	Local networks
	


Request call back
LoginRequest call back







Error 404
Are you lost?

Sorry, we can't find the page you are looking for.
Always find the right direction, with the connected anemometer and its wind direction data!

Home page



Have you typed the URL?
You may have mistyped the address (URL).
Check spelling, capitalization, etc.


Did you follow a link from here or from another site?
The page you are looking for no longer exists or the link you clicked on may have expired / misspelled.
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Sencrop pages

Find your way back
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Comparison of stations
Discover the best weather station by comparing the different possibilities at Sencrop and make the right choice according to your needs.


Find out more
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Who We Are?
Discover the foundation of the Sencrop startup, its teams, and the organisations that support it.


Find out more










	14 days to change your mind

	2-year warranty on all our stations

	Leading agricultural weather network

	Friendly customer support




Ag-Weather
Weather forecastFrost alert systemPotato cultivationOur DST partners
Weather Stations
Our digital weather stationsConnected rain gaugeConnected wind gaugeLeaf wetness sensorConnected Pyranometer
About Us
Our storyJobsSeen in the pressL'index égalité H/F chez SENCROP calculé pour l'année 2022 est de 73/100

Resources
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Select a language🇪🇺 Europe (€)
🇫🇷 France (€)
🇬🇧 United Kingdom (£)
🇳🇱 Nederland (€)
🇩🇪 Deutschland (€)
🇪🇸 España (€)
🇮🇹 Italiano (€)









          
        